
GREAT OCEAN COURSE

Half day & full day



Korea is a country surrounded by sea on 
three sides. Among them, Gangneung is a 
coastal city located next to the sea called 
the East Sea. The crystal-clear sea water 
and the superb view of the rocks made 
thousands of years ago spread out like a 
panorama. 
If you choose the Great Ocean Course, you 
can enjoy a fantastic view of Gangneung's
beautiful sea road. 

GREAT OCEAN COURSE

The tour includes: chartered bus, English* tour guide, entrance fees.

*further languages on request: French, Germany, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Spanish



GREAT OCEAN COURSE- HALF DAY

ANMOK BEACH
Famous coffee shops 
lined up along the beach 
and tourist attractions 
where you can taste tofu 
ice cream. 

SACHEON BEACH
A tourist attraction with 
delicious bread and a 
view of the East Sea 
from the stairs to 
heaven. 
* EUR 4 voucher provided

YOUNGJIN BEACH
A tourist attraction 
famous 
as a filming location for 
a popular Korean 
drama. 

JUMUNJIN FISH 
MARKET
A tourist attraction where 
you can taste grilled fish 
restaurants and delicious 
fried shrimp. 
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GREAT OCEAN COURSE - FULL DAY
JUNGDONGJIN STATION 
& BEACH 
A tourist attraction famous for 
the world's closest train station 
to the beach and the place 
where you can see the most 
beautiful sunrise in Korea. 
*Take the train from Gangneung to 

Jeongdongjin. 

JUNGDONG
BADABUCHAEGIL
Opened to the public in 
2016, it is a tourist 
attraction where you can 
see the spectacular view 
of strange rocks while 
walking next to the sea. 

TOPS10 HOTEL SKY 
LOUNGE
A tourist attraction where 
you can take a break while 
traveling with a 360˚ 
panoramic ocean view. 

* EUR 4 voucher provided
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GREAT OCEAN COURSE - FULL DAY
JUNGANG MARKET
As a tourist attraction in 
Gangneung, famous for 
its street food, it is a 
must-visit place for those 

visiting Gangneung. 

SACHEON BEACH
A tourist attraction with 
delicious bread and a 
view of the East Sea 
from the stairs to 
heaven. * EUR 4 voucher
provided

ANMOK BEACH
Famous coffee shops 
lined up along the 
beach and tourist 
attractions where you 
can taste tofu ice 
cream. 
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GREAT OCEAN COURSE - COSTS

Selectable Option (price per person:

1. Lunch or Dinner: Dandelion Rice or Grilled Fish (13,-€)
2. Lunch or Dinner: KRW 10,000 Gift Card (9,-€)

* Gift certificates are recommended for those who want to dine autonomously in traditional markets.

price per person HALF DAY (4 hours) FULL DAY (8 hours)

4-20 persons 40,-€ 63,-€

21-40 persons 35,- € 57,-€

41-60 persons 30,- € 51,- €



HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE

Half day & full day



Gangneung, a city where tradition and 
present coexist, provides an experience as 
if you were traveling in a time machine. If 
you choose historic & K-Culture course, 
you will have the opportunity to visit a 
traditional Korean house with a beautiful 
scenery of mountains, sea and lakes, and 
visit tourist spots that have become 
famous for music videos of K-pop stars.

HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE

The tour includes: chartered bus, English* tour guide, entrance fees.

*further languages on request: French, Germany, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Spanish



HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE – HALF DAY

GYUNGPO LAKE BIKE 
TOUR
Time to look around the lake 
road full of lotus flowers, which 
is famous as a good place for 
cycling

TERRAROSA COFFEE 
LIBRARY
As the most famous coffee 
brand in Korea, it is a pretty 
shelter designed with the 
concept of a library in the 
wetlands around Gyeongpo Lake
* EUR 4 voucher provided

HEO GYUN HEO
NANSEOLHEON MEMORIAL 
PARK
A place famous for its beautiful 
pine forest. A park created to 
commemorate the brothers and 
sisters, representative female 
writers of Korea
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HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE – HALF DAY

OHJUKHEON
As the oldest residential house 
in Korea, it is a tourist attraction 
better known as the filming 
location of the drama Sin 
Saimdang.

JUNGANG MARKET
As a tourist attraction in 
Gangneung, famous for its 
street food, it is a must-visit 
place for those visiting 
Gangneung
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HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE – FULL DAY

DAEGWALLYEONG
HEALING FOREST
A forest healing program to 
experience with a forest tour 
guide in a 100-year-old pine 
forest.

GANGNEUNG  
SOLHYANG ARBORETUM
A beautiful arboretum run by 
Gangneung City, a tourist 
attraction where forests and 
valleys harmonize.

TERRAROSA COFFEE 
MUSEUM
A complex cultural space 
where you can listen to 
various explanations related 
to coffee and experience 3 
types of specialty coffee

HYANGHO BEACH BTS 
BUS STOP
A bus stop standing in the 
background of the blue East 
Sea as a tourist attraction in 
Gangneung, famous for 
ARMYs around the world 
through BTS music video.
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HISTORIC & K-CULTURE COURSE – FULL DAY

OHJUKHEON
As the oldest residential house 
in Korea, it is a tourist attraction 
better known as the filming 
location of the drama Sin 
Saimdang.

SACHEON BEACH
A tourist attraction with 
delicious bread and a 
view of the East Sea 
from the stairs to 
heaven. 
* EUR 4 voucher provided

JUNGANG MARKET
As a tourist attraction in 
Gangneung, famous for its 
street food, it is a must-visit 
place for those visiting 
Gangneung
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HISTORIC & K-CULTURE- COSTS

Selectable Option (price per person):

1. Lunch or Dinner: Dandelion Rice or Grilled Fish (13,-€)
2. Lunch or Dinner: KRW 10,000 Gift Card (9,-€)

* Gift certificates are recommended for those who want to dine autonomously in traditional markets.

price per person HALF DAY (4 hours) FULL DAY (8 hours)

4-20 persons 40,-€ 63,-€

21-40 persons 35,- € 57,-€

41-60 persons 30,- € 51,- €



SPECIAL COURSES

Half day



ANBANDEGI VILLAGE SUNRISE TOUR (4h)

Climb up to Anbandegi Village, where even the clouds can 
rest for a while, and enjoy the wonderful sunrise and the 
spectacular view of the cabbage fields. On the way back, it 
is a program that includes breakfast made with warm tofu.

Tour Start: 4h00 (am)
It is a program that departs early in the morning to see the 
sunrise.

Price per person, including chartered bus, English 
tour guide, entrance fee, breakfast

4-20 persons 57,-€

21-40 persons 51,- €

41-60 persons 45,- €
Tour 
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SUNRISE OR SUNSET  PRIVATE YACHT TOUR (4h)

This is a trip where you can enjoy the sunrise or sunset of 
Gangneung on a yacht departing from Anmok Beach. Light 
snacks are provided on the yacht. This program includes 
tofu breakfast or dinner.

Tour Start 4h00 (am > sunrise)
It is a program that departs early in the morning to see the 
sunrise.

Tour Start 19h00 (sunset)
It is a program where you watch the sunset and return to 
your accommodation around 11pm.

Maximum occupancy is 
11 people per yacht.

Price per person, including chartered bus,  
chartered yacht, English tour guide, breakfast or 
dinner

4-11 persons 90,-€

12-22 persons 85,- €

23-33 persons 80,- €Tour 
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GYUNGPO NUJUNG TOUR (3h)

The pavilion, which was built high in an attic structure so 
that it can be seen from afar, and the pavilion, which was 
built in an open place with a beautiful scenery, was a 
building that was used as a place for mental training while 
enjoying the wind in nature.

Terrarosa Coffee Library
As the most famous coffee brand in Korea, it is a pretty 
shelter designed with the concept of a library in the 
wetlands around Gyeongpo Lake. *4,-€ voucher provided.

Tour Start 19h00
It is a program that departs early in the morning to see the 
sunrise.

Price per person, including chartered bus, English 
tour guide

4-20 persons 45,-€

21-40 persons 40,- €

41-60 persons 35,- €
Tour 
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TRAVEL TO OTHER CITIES
Full day tours



TRAVEL TO OTHER CITIES – FULL DAY OPTION 1

CAFE SEORAK WALK
A tourist cafe where you can 
enjoy music while looking at 
the view of Mt. Seorak.
*4,-€ voucher provided

MT. SEORAK
NATIONAL PARK
As the most beautiful 
mountain in Korea, it is 
a unique tourist 
attraction in harmony 
with the sea and lake.
*Cable car (Tourist gondola) 
fare included

SOKCHO TOURIST 
FISH MARKET
It is famous for squid 
sundae and dakgangjeong, 
which are widely known 
overseas, and you can taste 
various street food.
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SURFY BEACH
Surfers' paradise called 
Hawaii of Korea.

Tour 
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HYUHYUAM
A Buddhist temple 
tourist attraction with 
yellowfish and uniquely 
shaped rocks next to 
the sea.

TRAVEL TO OTHER CITIES – FULL DAY OPTION 1



BALWANGSAN
SKYWALK
It is the highest skywalk in 
Korea that can be reached 
by taking a cable car and 
traveling for 20 minutes.
* Cable car (Tourist gondola) 
fare included

DAEGWALLYEONG SKY 
RANCH
Pyeongchang, located 700 meters 
above sea level, is called the Alps of 
Korea as the host city of the Winter 
Olympic Games. The sheep ranch 
located in the beautiful nature of 
Pyeongchang is already a well-
known tourist attraction.

Tour 
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TRAVEL TO OTHER CITIES – FULL DAY OPTION 2



WOLJEONGSA & FIR 
FOREST ROAD
As one of the most famous 
temples in Korea, it is well-
known for Buddhist Museum 
and Fir Forest Road.
*Tea etiquette program 
provided at traditional temples

PYEONGCHANG
OLYMPIC SKI JUMP 
PARK OR OLYMPIC 
MUSEUM
It is a tourist attraction 
newly opened in 2021 as 
a museum where you can 
feel the emotion of the 
Pyeongchang Winter 
Olympics.

HERBNARA PARK
It is a beautiful garden located in 
Heungjeong Valley and a park 
where you can see various kinds of 
herbal plants.

TRAVEL TO OTHER CITIES – FULL DAY OPTION 2

Tour 
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OTHER CITIES TOURS - COSTS

price per person FULL DAY (8 hours)

4-20 persons 112,-€

21-40 persons 101,-€

41-60 persons 90,- €

Price per person includes

1. Chartered bus
2. English tour guide
3. Entrance fee for Tours 8-12 / Tea etiquette program for Tours 13-17
4. Lunch (Stone Pot Rice)
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